
 

Children’s Book Project with Adrienne Geoghegan 

 

 

Adrienne’s books for children  

For the last five weeks, the Transition Years, Ms. Talbot and Ms Mahon worked 

with illustrator and artist Adrienne Geoghegan and had such an enjoyable time 

with her creating our own children's picture books.  

By Hugo, Brendan and Ms Talbot 



To begin our project, on the 1st of February we went to Rathmines library and 

looked at examples of children’s books to give us an idea of what our stories could 

look like. We tried doing something different in our books. There was an 

emphasis on being inclusive and representative of different family types and 

moral lessons in our stories.  

 

Adrienne began our workshops by showing us some examples of her work and 

talking through her creative process. She talked about working with publishers, 

what editors look for, and how to make a successful career out of illustrating. She 

took us through planning our books, using a 12 step guide, which featured the 

rule of three: three quests ruled out and a climax and resolution. This formula was 

very familiar when we plotted various books we knew, and realised how many 

stories follow a similar pattern. Thinking in pictures was new to many of us, and 

when we came to illustrating our stories some text needed to be amended, as 

‘show don’t tell’ became very apparent. We decided early on that we would only 

colour in one of our main pictures as we didn’t have time to draw and colour in all 

12 pages. 



  

Adrienne brought in some of her storyboards and colour diaries 

 

Here are some of the stories we wrote and illustrated: 

 

‘Mr. Know-it All’ by Brendan and Dean  

  
The arrogant Mr. Know It All, thinks he knows everything, but after proven wrong 

he learns to be humble. 



 

[insert photo] 

‘Never Tell a Cat a Secret’ by Hugo and Tyrese 

A dog accidentally gets his mouse friends in trouble with a fiendish cat and must 

make things right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



‘Cat and the Monster’ written by Charlie and Luke, illustrated by Charlie 

  

  
A brave feline adventurer faces a scary monster but looks can be deceiving. 

 

 



‘Teddy and Tim’ by Daniel and Josh 

 

A boy and a monkey both lose their favorite toys and work together to find them. 

‘Before You Go to the Moon’ by Phoenix and Leo  

  

A girl tries to make her way to the moon despite her teachers' efforts to keep her 

grounded. 



‘I Don’t Want to Learn Piano!’ written and illustrated by Christopher and Alex 

  

  
A girl tries to grapple with learning the piano before realizing she does not enjoy it 

and has other skills. 

 

 

 

 

 



‘Never Tell a Cat a Secret’ written by Yoan, and illustrated by Sam and Praise 

  

  
A girl tries to get out of trouble by blaming her actions on a living doll, but in the 

end she learns to take responsibility. 



Our Last Class 

  

 

Adrienne loved our card for our final class! Thanks very much to Ms Mahon for 

letting us use our Art class every Wednesday morning to illustrate our books, Ms 

Talbot for organising the project, and especially Adrienne for working with us. 

And thanks to the BLAST Arts in Education programme, and the Blackrock 

Education Centre for encouraging artists in schools and for facilitating our 

Children’s Book Project. 


